Exercises
Biological Data Analysis Using InterMine
workshop exercises with answers

Exercise1: Faceted Search
Use HumanMine for this exercise
1. Search for one or more of the following using the keyword search (result
for PPARG only shown below):
●
●
●

PPARG
rs10509540
*insulin*

Human PPARG is the first gene result returned when HumanMine is searched for PPARG.
Click on this gene to be taken to the report page.

Exercise1: Faceted Search:
2. Filter and create a list:
●
●
●

Search for *diabetes*
Filter for publications
Make a list of the publications

Use the checkbox in the header to select all the publications and make a list

Exercise2: Exploring a Gene:
You are interested in the Human PPARG gene and want to know the following
things about it:

Use HumanMine for this exercise
1. On which chromosome is PPARG located?
2. Can I access the sequence for the PPARG gene?
3. With which diseases is PPARG associated?
4. In which tissues is PPARG most highly expressed?
5. Does the PPARG protein have any know isoforms?
6. Is there a PPARG orthologue in D. melanogaster?
7. Does this orthologue interact with any other Genes/proteins? Identify the
interaction type (genetic/physical)
8. For the interaction with CG3040, what was the original experiment and publication
that determined this interaction

Exercise2: Exploring a Gene:
1. On which chromosome is PPARG located?
2. Can I access the sequence for the PPARG gene?
The first section on the gene report page provides information about the chromosome
location of the gene along with identifiers and synonyms and a link to the FASTA DNA
sequence

…..

Exercise2: Exploring a Gene:
3. With which diseases is PPARG associated?
In HumanMine a summary of data is provided at the top of the report page (note this
feature is not available in all InterMine's).

“Diseases” links to a table for OMIM data

Further disease information is sometimes available from the
“Curated comments from Uniprot”:

Exercise2: Exploring a Gene:
4. In which tissues is PPARG most highly expressed?
Data on tissue expression can be found from three sources:
A. Human gene expression atlas of 5372 samples representing 369 different cell and tissue types,
disease states and cell lines: from http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experiments/E-MTAB-62/

B. Human Protein Atlas: http://www.proteinatlas.org/

C. Curated comments from Uniprot:

Exercise2: Exploring a Gene:
5. Does the PPARG protein have any know isoforms?
a. Navigate to the proteins table using the quick links

b. Select the PPARG_HUMAN protein (the canonical uniprot annotated protein) to be
taken to the protein report page. Note: we can also see from this table that PPARG
has two isoforms: PPARG_HUMAN2 and PPARG_HUMAN3
c. Navigate to the Isoforms table on the protein report page. Note that
this table links to a report page for each of the isoforms.

Exercise2: Exploring a Gene:
6. Is there a PPARG orthologue in D. melanogaster?
Use the “Links to other Mines” to navigate
to the D. melanogaster orthologue in FlyMine
Note that there are three othologous fly genes.
For this exercise select the first.

7. Does this orthologue interact with any other proteins? Identify the
interaction type (genetic/physical).
Use the “Interactions” quick link to navigate to protein and genetic
Interaction data. Eip75B has a genetic interaction with genes
Nos, Ph-p, Smn, S6K, Kr, Rheb and Hr51 and physical interactions with CG3040,
COX5B and Hr51.

Exercise2: Exploring a Gene:
8. For the interaction with CG3040, what was the original experiment and
publication that determined this interaction

a. Select “Show in table format”

b. Select the interaction name for the first entry

c. Select the experiment name

d. Information about the publication is on the experiment page

Exercise3: List Upload:
Use FlyMine for this exercise
1. Navigate to the lists tab and upload sub-tab
2. Select the example list (leave type and organism as the
default values).
3. Click “Create list”.
4. Examine and understand the list page, name and save your
list.

E2f has matched two genes (duplicates) - in this case you need to decide which of the two
genes you want in your list (or both). The action column allows you to do this.

Two of the identifiers in the list matched the same gene: FBgn0010433 and ato. This is
indicated in the direct hits.

Exercise3: List Upload:
One of the identifiers is a protein identifier (TWIST_DROME). As the associated gene could
be identified, this has been added to the list. This is shown under non-gene identifiers.

Two of the identifiers matched a synonym (rather than a current identifier). As the
synonyms matched only one gene, these are automatically added to the list.

Exercise4: List Analysis Pages:
Use FlyMine for this exercise
Examine the FlyMine public list: PL_FlyTF_putativeTFs
1. In which tissues are these genes most highly expressed?
2. What is the most enriched GO term for this list?
3. How many genes in the list are annotated with this
GO term?
Note: you could make a sub-list containing only genes
from this list annotated with this term by clicking on the
matches number
4. Navigate to the MouseMine database to examine the
mouse orthologues for this list.
5. How many mouse orthologues are there for this list?
6. Are these mouse genes enriched for any phenotypes
(Mammalian Phenotype Ontology)?

Exercise4: List Analysis Pages:
1. In which tissues are these genes most highly expressed?

445 genes are
up-regulated in the larval CNS

2. What is the most enriched GO term for this list?
3. How many genes in the list are annotated with this GO term?

476 genes in the list are annotated
with the GO term “transcription, DNA
templated”. This is the most enriched
GO term
You can click on this number to create
A sub-list of just these 476 genes

Exercise4: List Analysis Pages:
4. Navigate to the MouseMine database to examine the
mouse orthologues for this list.
5. How many mouse orthologues are there for this list?

6. Are these mouse genes
enriched for any phenotypes?

Exercise 5: Template searches:
1. Browse the template searches in FlyMine and HumanMine - try running
a few or changing the filters.
2. Use the search box to find template searches for interactions

3. Filter the FlyMine template searches to show only “expression” templates.

Exercise 6: Using template searches:
In our exploration of the PPARG gene we could see that it is Up-regulated in
adipose tissue. Use the template searches in HumanMine to answer the following
questions:

1. What other genes are up-regulated in adipose tissue according
to the array express dataset? Don't forget to add a filter for
“UP” expression. Save a list of these genes.
2. Do any of the genes identified in 1. interact with PPARG? Save a list
of these genes.

Exercise 6: Using template searches:
Use HumanMine for this exercise
1. What other genes are up-regulated in adipose tissue according to the Array express
dataset? Don't forget to add a filter for “UP” expression.
Save a list of these genes.

Find the following template and set “Condition = Adipose tissue”

Filter the column “Atlas Expression.Expression” for “UP”
“Save as List” : Atlas Expression > Gene. You should have a list of 1, 654 genes

Exercise 6: Using template searches:
2. Do any of the genes identified in 1. interact with PPARG? Save a
list of these genes.
Use the following template: Set the first condition to “PPARG” and
the second condition to your saved list.

Save the genes from Gene > Interaction > Participant 2 (24 genes)

Exercise 7: Query Builder:
Using HumanMine: we will build a query to show Human genes and
OMIM diseases, and then add a further constraint to show genes associated
With all types of Diabetes.

1. Start your query from Gene
2. Constrain “Organism” to Homo Sapiens
3. Add the columns of data we want in our results:
Gene: Primary identifier and Symbol
Disease: name
4. Run this search - ‘Show results’.
5. Return to the query (Use the “Trail” in the top left) and add a
constraint to Disease name for “CONTAINS Diabetes”
6. Run the search and save the set of genes

Exercise 7: Query Builder:
Use HumanMine for this exercise
1. Start your query from Gene

2. Constrain “Organism.name” to Homo sapiens

Exercise 7: Query Builder:
3. Add the columns of data we want in our results:
Gene: Primary identifier and Symbol
Disease: name

4. Run this search - ‘Show results’.

Exercise 7: Query Builder:
5. Return to the query (Use the “Trail” in the top left) and add a constraint to
Disease name for “CONTAINS Diabetes”

NOTE: Make sure you change the
Constraint from “=” to “CONTAINS”

6. Run the search and save the set of genes (66 genes)

Exercise 8: Analysis Workflows:
Use HumanMine for this exercise
1. Identify the sets of genes you have created under the lists “view” tab.
2. Use the list set operations available on this page to intersect the list of
diabetes genes you created with the query builder with your previous set of
genes (genes expressed in adipose tissue that interact with pparg) created in
exercise 6.

Only 1 gene is found that is expressed in the adipose, interacts with PPARG and
is associated with diabetes. You can find out more about this gene by clicking
through to its report page.

Exercise 8: Analysis Workflows:
3. We now want to know if this gene has been identified in
GWAS studies. Run a template on your intersected list/gene to find this out.
4. Use the column summary to find if any of the GWAS phenotypes are
related to diabetes.

Exercise 9: Region Search:
Use FlyMine for this exercise
1. Select the example set of regions
2. De-select the features and re-select Genes and Regulatory regions
3. Extend the search by 5kb
4. Run the search

Exercise 9: Region Search:
Examine the results and:

5. Create a list of all genes found.
6. Create a list of the regulatory regions found in the first genomic
span.

